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Information Retrieval (IR) is well-known for the great number of adopted evaluation measures, with new
ones popping up more and more frequently. In this context, correlation analysis is the tool used to study
the evaluation measures themselves and to let us understand if two measures rank systems similarly, if they
grasp different aspects of system performances or actually reflect different user models, if a new measure is
well motivated or not. To this end, the two most commonly used correlation coefficients are the Kendall’s τ
correlation and the AP correlation τAP .
The goal of the paper is to investigate the properties of the tool itself, i.e. correlation analysis, we use to
study evaluation measures. In particular, we investigate three research questions about these two correlation
coefficients: (i) what is the effect of the number of systems and topics? (ii) what is the effect of removing low
performing systems? (iii) what is the effect of the experimental collections?
To answer these research questions, we propose a methodology based on General Linear Mixed Model
(GLMM) and ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) in order to isolate the effects of the number of topics, number of
systems, and experimental collections and to let us observe expected correlation values, net from these effects,
which are stable and reliable.
We learned that the effect of the number of topics is more prominent than the one of the number of
systems. Even if it produces different absolute values, the effect of removing low performing systems does not
seem to provide information substantially different from not removing them, especially when comparing a
whole set of evaluation measures. Finally, we found out that both document corpora and topic sets affect the
correlation among evaluation measures, being the effect of the latter more prominent. Moreover, there is a
substantial interaction between evaluation measures, corpora and topic sets, meaning that the correlation
between different evaluation measures can be substantially increased or decreased depending on the different
corpora and topics at hand.
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INTRODUCTION

Correlation analysis plays a central role in Information Retrieval (IR) evaluation where it is one of
the tools we use to study properties and relationships among evaluation measures. When a new
evaluation measure is proposed, correlation analysis is used to assess how the new measure ranks
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IR systems with respect to the other existing measures and, thus, to understand whether it actually
grasps different aspects of the systems and its introduction is somehow motivated [23, 32, 52, 61, 63,
81]. In this context, the most used correlation coefficients are the Kendall’s tau correlation τ [41]
and the AP correlation τAP [87].
Correlation analysis works as follows: let m1 and m2 be two evaluation measures; for example,
let m1 be Average Precision (AP). Let M 1 and M 2 be two t × s matrices where each cell contains
the performances on topic i of system j according to measures m 1 and m 2 , respectively. Therefore,
M 1 and M 2 represent the performances of s different systems (columns) over t topics (rows); for
example, M 1 contains the AP score of each system on each topic. Let M 1 and M 2 be the column-wise
averages of the two matrices; for example, M 1 is a vector where each element is the Mean Average
Precision (MAP) of a system. If you sort systems by their score in M 1 and M 2 , you obtain two
Rankings of Systems (RoS) corresponding to m1 and m2 , respectively. A correlation coefficient like τ
or τAP is then used to quantify how “close” these two RoS are; if the RoS produced by m1 and m2
are too “close”, then m1 and m2 are actually measuring very similar aspects of the systems and they
do not provide substantially different information.
The goal of the paper is to investigate the properties of correlation analysis, i.e. the tool itself we
use to study evaluation measures. In particular, we carry out a thorough experimental study on the
factors affecting the τ and τAP correlation coefficients and answer the following research questions
RQ1 What is the effect of the number of systems and topics?
RQ2 What is the effect of removing low performing systems?
RQ3 What is the effect of the experimental collections?
RQ1 stems from the observations of [50], who pointed out that
when τ is used [...] the null hypothesis of discordance will be likely rejected when
the sample size is large [i.e. the length of the ranking]. Because the samples are
often large in IR, it is not surprising that the use of τ often supports concordance
and [14], who argued that
the sample space we are actually interested in is the topic space [rather than the
system space]: given that two rankings of systems are correlated over a particular
set of topics, would they still be correlated, and would the correlation be as high, if
run over a different set?
These remarks suggest that both the number of systems, i.e. the length of the RoS, and the
number of topics, i.e. the sample space, may affect correlation. Therefore, we will investigate not
only what is their individual impact on the correlation among evaluation measures but also if they
have some joint effect.
RQ2 investigates the common wisdom in the IR field according to which, when conducting
analyses, it is better to remove low performing systems, as done for example by [5, 55, 80].
Moreover, [68] highlighted that
when comparing the way that test collections rank runs, if the range of scores
assigned to each of the runs (being ranked) is wide, τ will tend to have a higher
coefficient than if the range of scores is narrow.
It follows that, when you remove low performing systems, the range of system scores narrows
down and τ goes down as well. However, apart from providing higher or lower numbers, do the
different scores tell us something actually different? We will investigate this issue across joint
distributions of different numbers of topics and systems.
RQ3 derives from the common practice of running experiments over different collections to
seek for some sort of stable and consistent behavior. Therefore, we will investigate, across several
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collections, what are the effects of the experimental collections, i.e. the effects of corpora and topic
sets. RQ3 explores the previous claim by [14] as well, since it also answers the question about what
happens when you move from one topic set to another.
In order to answer these research questions, we rely on 7 different Text REtrieval Conference
(TREC)1 collections and, for each collection, we create a Grid of Points (GoP)2 [29, 30], i.e. a set of
system runs originating from all the possible combinations of the following components: 6 different
stop lists, 6 types of stemmers, 7 flavors of n-grams, and 17 distinct IR models. These GoPs basically
represent nearly all the state-of-the-art components which constitute the common denominator
almost always present in any IR system for English retrieval.
We consider 8 different evaluation measures – namely, AP, P@10, Rprec, RBP, nDCG, nDCG@20,
ERR, and Twist. We compute them over the set of created GoP and this originates an Mk matrix for
each measure and GoP. We then properly sample these Mk matrices over topics and systems, we
average them column-wise, and we compute the τ and τAP correlation coefficients between the RoS
induced by each pair of evaluation measures. Finally, we use General Linear Mixed Model (GLMM)
and ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) [48, 58] to conduct the analyses needed to answer the above
research questions.
The main contributions of the paper are:
• a robust methodology for analyzing the behaviour of correlation among evaluation measures, based on GoP and GLMM/ANOVA;
• the insights gained from answering RQ1 to RQ3 which show: (i) how the effect of the number
of topics is more prominent than the number of systems; (ii) how removing low performing
systems changes the absolute correlation scores but does not convey substantially different
information when comparing a set of evaluation measures; (iii) how the experimental
collections affects the correlation and, in particular, how the effect of topic sets is more
prominent than the one of corpora;
• one of the most systematic studies of correlation among up-to-date evaluation measures ever
conducted across many TREC collections. Indeed, as a side effect, the proposed methodology
allows us to compute the expected correlation values among evaluation measures (Tables 4
and 9), net from the other effects, which prove to be stable and reliable.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background information; Section 3 describes
the experimental setup; Sections 4 to 6 answer the above research questions; finally, Section 7
draws some conclusions and discusses future work.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Kendall’s Tau Correlation

Given two rankings X and Y , their Kendall’s τ correlation [41] is given by

τ X,Y = q

P −Q


P +Q +T P +Q +U

(1)

where P is the total number of concordant pairs (pairs that are ranked in the same order in both
vectors) Q the total number of discordant pairs (pairs that are ranked in opposite order in the two
vectors), T and U are the number of ties, respectively, in the first and in the second ranking.
1 http://trec.nist.gov/
2 http://gridofpoints.dei.unipd.it/
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τ ∈ [−1, 1] where τ = 1 indicates two perfectly concordant rankings, i.e. in the same order,
τ = −1 indicates two fully discordant rankings, i.e. in opposite order, and τ = 0 means that 50% of
the pairs are concordant and 50% discordant.
[76, 77] considers τ ≥ 0.9 as indication of equivalent rankings while τ < 0.8 as an indication
of noticeable changes in the rankings; these values have been then taken as de-facto reference
thresholds by several authors, for example [15, 67, 86].
2.2

AP Correlation

AP correlation τAP [87] is a correlation coefficient inspired by Kendall’s τ correlation but putting
more emphasis on the order of the top ranks.
Given two m elements rankings X and Y , their AP correlation is given by
m


τAP Y , X =

2 Õ C(i)
−1
m − 1 i=2 i − 1

(2)

where C(i) is the number of items above rank i in X and correctly ranked with respect to the
item at rank i in Y , which acts as a reference. As τ , also τAP ∈ [−1,
 1] with the
 same meaning.
Note that τAP is not symmetric and so, in general, τAP Y , X , τAP X , Y ; for this reason,
 [87]
proposed a symmetric version of τAP consisting of the average of τAP Y , X and τAP X , Y . In the
paper, we use the not symmetric version of τAP , where the first measure in a pair acts a reference3 .
Differently from τ , there are not (yet) de-facto reference thresholds for τAP .
2.3

Previous Work on Correlation Coefficients

Generally speaking, correlation analysis is not limited to comparing evaluation measures but it is
also widely used in many other areas of IR as a means for comparing and assessing alternatives,
ranging from Web page crawling [6] and ranking [7], simulation of implicit user feedback [85],
resource selection in distributed IR [13], ranking queries by their difficulty [88], to measuring
retrieval effectiveness itself [21, 22, 45, 84], just to name a few.
When it comes to evaluation, correlation analysys is also adopted to study inter-assessor agreement [76, 77] and quality of crowd-sourced relevance judgments [71]; it is employed in studying the
effects of graded relevance judgments [40] and evaluation by highly relevant documents [24, 78]; it
is utilized in investigating the impact of incomplete information in pools [8, 86], the robustness of
measures to pool downsampling [23, 28, 60] and alternative pooling strategies [79].
Many authors have observed shortcomings in interpreting Kendall’s τ scores: [72] have shown
that correlations around 0.4–0.5 are achieved even when relevance is assigned to retrieved documents randomly; [50] noted its tendency to concordance as the length of the ranked lists increases;
[68] pointed out how its values are affected by the range of the underlying scores; [14] posed the
problem of its dependence on the adopted topic set.
One of the biggest limitations of Kendall’s τ is its inability to weight swaps and ties: [69] proposed
a generic weighting framework for Kendall’s τ ; [51] introduced a probabilistic instantiation of this
framework and showed that τAP is also an instance of the same framework but more focussed
on top ranks. [45] laid in the same framework and focussed on weights based on items relevance
and similarity, while [22] applied penalty scores to weight the top ranks. [45] also proposed a
generalization of the Spearman’s footrule to compare rankings, extended also by [21] to ease a
graphical comparison of rankings.
also conducted preliminary experiments using the symmetric version of τAP but they led to similar conclusions as
those reported here for the not symmetric version.
3 We
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τAP does not handle tied values: therefore, [71] suggested to uniformly sample over possible
orders and to average the obtained τAP coefficients. [75] noted that breaking ties randomly can
lead to some paradoxes and proposed a new weighting scheme to avoid this.
[34] proposed the τGAP coefficient which is top heavy, as τAP , and also considers the amplitude
of the gap between two items in weighting a swap. [33] introduced a similar approach but applied
to the case of the Pearson correlation coefficient.
[14] took a different approach to overcome the shortcomings of Kendall’s τ and proposed the
rank distance measure, which estimates the probability of observing a particular alternative ranking
of systems given a baseline ranking based on measurements of system results over a sample of
topics.
Finally, [84] brought in yet another angle to rank correlation by defining Rank-Biased Overlap
(RBO), a measure for infinite rankings based on a simple user model in which the user compares
the overlap of two rankings at incrementally increasing depths and, after examining each depth,
she/he has a fixed probability of stopping, modeled as a Bernoulli random variable; RBO is then
calculated as the expected average overlap that the user observes in comparing the two lists.
2.4

Grid of Points

The idea of creating all the possible combinations of components has been proposed by [27], who
noted that a systematic series of experiments on standard collections would have created a GoP,
where (ideally) all the combinations of retrieval methods and components are represented, allowing
us to gain more insights about the effectiveness of the different components and their interaction;
this would have called also for the identification of suitable baselines with respect to which all the
comparisons have to be made.
More recently, the proliferation of open source IR systems [73] allowed researchers to run
systematic experiments more easily. In this context, [74] conducted a vertical exploration of
variations of BM25 and Language Models (LMs) while the “Open-Source Information Retrieval
Reproducibility Challenge” [2] provided several reproducible baselines over TREC and Conference
and Labs of the Evaluation Forum (CLEF)4 collections. Overall, both these efforts put some points in
the ideal GoP mentioned above.
[29–31] moved a step forward and created much finer-grained and systematic GoPs and paired
them with a methodology based on GLMM and ANOVA in order to break down system performances into the contribution of their constituent components.
In this paper, we take yet another angle and we exploit the GoPs with a completely different
purpose, i.e. investigating the correlation among evaluation measures rather than breaking down
component contributions to overall system performances. The GoP are instrumental to this kind
of analyses because they contain an order of magnitude more runs than even large tracks of an
evaluation campaign; this allows us to extend the sample space and better explore RQ1 and RQ2.
Moreover, as far as RQ3 is concerned, they give us more control because the same systems are used
across different collections, reducing the variance due to the systems effect, which would be less
controlled if you just use runs submitted to different tracks of an evaluation campaign. Finally,
the new goal of studying correlation coefficients calls for completely different GLMM models and
ANOVA analyses with respect to those of [29].

4 http://www.clef-initiative.eu/
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GLMM and ANOVA

A General Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) [48, 58] explains the variation of a dependent variable
(“Data”) in terms of a controlled variation of independent variables (“Model”) in addition to a
residual uncontrolled variation (“Error”): Data = Model + Error.
The most basic example of GLMM is simple linear regression, where Yi = β 0 + β 1X i + εi , i.e. the
dependent variable Yi , representing the score of the i-th subject, is explained (predicted) in terms
of an intercept β 0 and an independent variable X i (predictor) times the regression coefficient β 1 , i.e.
the slope of the regression line, plus a residual error εi , not explained by the model, which follows
a Gaussian distribution with mean 0.
In GLMM terms, ANalysis Of VAriance (ANOVA) attempts to explain data (the dependent variable
scores) in terms of the experimental conditions (the model) and an error component. Typically,
ANOVA is used to determine which experimental condition dependent variable score means differ
and what proportion of variation in the dependent variable can be attributed to differences between
specific experimental groups or conditions, as defined by the independent variable(s). ANOVA can
be regarded as a particular type of regression analysis that employs only categorical predictors.
The previous regression model is expressed in ANOVA terms as Yi j = µ + α j + εi j , where Yi j
is the i-th subject’s dependent variable score in the j-th experimental condition, the parameter
µ is the grand mean of the experimental condition population means that underlies all subjects’
dependent variable scores, the parameter α j is the effect of the j-th experimental condition and the
random variable εi j is the error term, which reflects variation due to any uncontrolled source. The
above regression model corresponds to this ANOVA one once you add as many X i j predictors as
many levels there are in the experimental condition α j , e.g., by using dummy coding.
For a given model, the ANOVA table summarizes the outcomes of the ANOVA test indicating,
for each factor, the Sum of Squares (SS), the Degrees of Freedom (DF), the Mean Squares (MS), the F
statistics, and the p-value of that factor, which allows us to determine the significance of that factor.
In the following, we consider a confidence level α = 0.05 to determine if a factor is statistically
significant. For a detailed description on how to estimate GLMM model parameters and assess their
statistical significance via ANOVA, please refer to [29, 48, 58].
The experimental design determines how you compute the model and how you estimate its
parameters. In particular, it is possible to have independent measures designs where different subjects
participate to different experimental conditions (factors) or repeated measures designs, where each
subject participates to all the experimental conditions (factors).
A final distinction is between crossed/factorial designs, where every level of one factor is measured
in combination with every level of the other factors, and nested designs, where levels of a factor
are grouped within each level of another nesting factor.
2.6

Effect Size, Multiple Comparisons, and Power

We are not only interested in determining whether a factor effect is significant, but also which
proportion of the variance is due to it, that is we need to estimate its effect-size measure or Strength of
Association (SOA). The SOA is a “standardized index and estimates a parameter that is independent
of sample size and quantifies the magnitude of the difference between populations or the relationship
between explanatory and response variables” [53, 64].

ω̂ 2hf act i =

d f f act (F f act − 1)
d f f act (F f act − 1) + N
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is an unbiased estimator of the variance components associated with the sources of variation in the
design, where F f act is the F-statistics and d f f act are the degrees of freedom for the factor while N
is the total number of samples.
The common rule of thumb [58] when classifying ω̂ 2hf act i effect size is: 0.14 and above is a large
size effect, 0.06–0.14 is a medium size effect, and 0.01–0.06 is a small size effect. ω̂ 2hf act i values could
happen to be negative and in such cases they are considered as zero.
A Type I error occurs when a true null hypothesis is rejected and the significance level α is the
probability of committing a Type I error. When performing multiple comparisons, the probability of
committing a Type I error increases with the number of comparisons and we keep it controlled by
applying the Tukey Honestly Significant Difference (HSD) test [37] with a significance level α = 0.05.
Tukey’s method is used in ANOVA to create confidence intervals for all pairwise differences
between factor levels, while controlling the family error rate; it is an effective method generally
more powerful than other popular statistical methods like the Bonferroni one [48]. Two levels u
and v of a factor are considered significantly different when
| µ̂u − µ̂v |
|t | = r

MS er r or n1u +

1
nv

1
 > √2 q α,k, N −k

(4)

where µ̂u and µ̂v are the marginal means, i.e. the main effects, of the two factors; nu and nv are
the sizes of levels u and v; q α,k, N −k is the upper 100 ∗ (1 − α)th percentile of the studentized range
distribution with parameter k and N − k degrees of freedom; k is the number of levels in the factor
and N is the total number of observations.
A Type 2 error occurs when a false null hypothesis is accepted and it is concerned with the
capability of the conducted experiment to actually detect the effect under examination. Type 2
errors are often overlooked because if they occur, although a real effect is missed, no misdirection
occurs and further experimentation is very likely to reveal the effect.
The power is the probability of correctly rejecting a false null hypothesis when an experimental
hypothesis is true
Power = 1 − β
where β (typically β = 0.2) is the Type 2 error rate.
To determine the power of an experiment, we compute the effect size parameter:
v
u
t
ω̂ 2hf act i
ϕ= N·
1 − ω̂ 2hf act i

(5)

and we compare it with its tabulated values for a given Type 1 error rate α to determine β. In
particular, we use the G*Power5 software to compute the power of the conducted experiments.
3

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To ease reproducibility, the code for running the experiments is available at6 : https://bitbucket.org/
frrncl/tois-correlation.
5 http://www.gpower.hhu.de/
6 The

code is based on the MATlab Toolkit for Evaluation of information Retrieval Systems (MATTERS) library available at:
http://matters.dei.unipd.it/
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Collections

We used the following standard and shared collections:
• TREC Adhoc tracks T07 and T08 [81, 82]: they focus on a news search task and adopt a
corpus of about 528K news documents, i.e. disk 4 and 5 of the TIPSTER collection minus the
Congressional Record; both T07 and T08 provide 50 different topics, topic sets 351-400 and
401-450, respectively, with binary relevance judgments and a pool depth of 100 documents.
103 and 129 runs were submitted to T07 and T08, respectively;
• TREC Web tracks T09 and T10 [35, 36]: focus on a Web search task and adopt a corpus of
1.7M Web pages, i.e. the WT10g collection; both T09 and T10 are composed of 50 different
topics, topic sets 451-500 and 501-550 respectively, with graded relevance judgments –
i.e., not relevant, relevant and highly relevant – and a pool depth of 100 documents. 104
and 97 runs were submitted to T09 and T10, respectively;
• TREC Terabyte tracks T13, T14, and T15 [11, 18, 20]: focus on a Web search task and adopt
a corpus of 125M Web pages, i.e. the GOV2 collection; T13, T14, and T15 are composed of 50
different topics, topic sets 701-750 (but just 49 are actually used), 751-800, and 801-850
respectively, with graded relevance judgments – i.e., not relevant, relevant and highly
relevant – and a pool depths of 85, 100 and 50 documents respectively. 70, 58, and 80 runs
were submitted to T13, T14, and T15, respectively.
3.2

Grid of Points

We consider three types of components of an IR system: stop list, Lexical Unit Generator (LUG) –
either stemmer or n-gram – and IR model. We select a set of alternative implementations of each
component and, by using the Terrier7 open source system [47], we create a run for each system
defined by combining the available components in all the possible ways. This produced a different
GoP, i.e. a full set of runs, for each of the adopted collections – T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and
T15.
The components we experiment are:
• Stop list (6 components): nostop, indri, lucene, snowball, smart, terrier;
• LUG (13 components): nolug, krovetz, lovins, porter, snowballPorter, weakPorter,
4grams, 5grams, 6grams, 7grams, 8grams, 9grams, 10grams;
• Model (17 components): bb2, bm25, dfiz, dfree, dirichletlm, dlh, dph, hiemstralm, ifb2,
inb2, inl2, inexpb2, jskls, lemurtfidf, lgd, pl2, tfidf.
Stop lists differ in the number of composing terms: lucene has 33 terms, snowball has 174 terms,
indri has 418 terms, smart has 571 terms, and terrier 733 terms.
Stemmers can be classified into aggressive and weak stemmers. lovins [46] is the most aggressive
stemmer; Porter-based ones (porter, snowballPorter, and weakPorter) [54] are weaker than
lovins; krovetz [43] is as aggressive as porter and weaker than lovins.
We consider seven different n-grams lengths ranging from n = 4 to n = 10 [49], to have a very
extensive coverage of this component.
The models we employ are classified into the three main approaches currently adopted by
search engines [57]: the vector space model [66] (tfidf and lemurtfidf), the probabilistic model
– comprehending the bm25 model [56] and Divergence From Randomness (DFR) models [1] (bb2,
dfiz, dfree, dlh, dph, ifb2, inb2, inl2, inexpb2, and pl2) – and Language Models (LMs) [89]
(dirichletlm, hiemstralm, jskls, and lgd). For all the models, we considered their off-the-shelf
implementation with default parameters.
7 http://www.terrier.org/
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Overall, we create GoPs consisting of 6 × 13 × 17 = 1, 326 system runs. They represent nearly all
the state-of-the-art components which constitute the common denominator almost always present
in any IR system for English retrieval and thus they are a good account of what can be found in
many different operational settings.
Moreover, these GoPs are one order of magnitude bigger than the average number of runs
submitted to the tracks listed above; this allows for a much deeper and systematic experimentation
concerning the effects of the number of systems in RQ1 and RQ2.
Finally, the GoPs computed on the different tracks are constituted by the same systems and, in
the case of RQ3, this allows us to keep the system variance controlled when conducting analyses
across tracks to study the collection effects. This would have not happened if we just used the
original systems submitted to the above tracks, since they changed from year to year.
3.3

Measures

We evaluate the GoPs by employing 8 different evaluation measures: AP, P@10, Rprec, RBP, nDCG,
nDCG@20, ERR8 , and Twist. Considering the overall 1,326 runs and 349 topics, this turns into more
than 3.7 million data points under experimentation. In the following we provide a short description
of each evaluation measure with references for further reading.
Average Precision (AP) [9] represents the “gold standard” measure in IR, known to be stable and
informative, with a natural top-heavy bias and an underlying theoretical basis as approximation of
the area under the precision/recall curve [55].
Precision at Ten (P@10) [12] is the classic precision measure with cut-off at the first 10 retrieved
documents.
Rprec is precision calculated with cut-off at the recall base – i.e., the total number of relevant
documents for a given topic. It is an highly informative measure which shares with AP the geometric
interpretation as approximation of the area under the recall-precision curve [3, 4].
Rank-Biased Precision (RBP) [52] is built around a user model based on the utility a user can
achieve by using a system: the higher, the better. The model it implements is that a user always
starts from the first document in the list and then s/he progresses from one document to the next
with a probability p. We calculated RBP by setting p = 0.8 which represent a good trade-off between
a very persistent and a remitting user.
These measures are based on binary relevant judgments and thus can be naturally applied to T07
and T08. For T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15, we perform a lenient mapping of the relevance judgments
by considering as relevant both highly relevant and relevant documents.
Normalized Discounted Cumulated Gain (nDCG) [39] is the normalized version of the widelyknown DCG which discounts the gain provided by each relevant retrieved document proportionally
to the rank at which it is retrieved. nDCG is defined for graded relevance judgments and it is one
of the most common measures used for evaluating Web search tasks. For T07 and T08, we calculate
nDCG in a binary relevance setting by giving gain 0 to non-relevant documents and gain 5 to
the relevant ones; whereas, for T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 we assign a weight 0 to non-relevant
documents, 5 to the relevant ones and 10 to the highly relevant ones. Furthermore, we use a loд10
discounting function, which accounts for a reasonably persistent user. nDCG is calculated up to
the last relevant retrieved document, whereas nDCG@20 is calculated up to rank position 20.
Expected Reciprocal Rank (ERR) [16] is a measure defined for graded relevance judgments and
for evaluating navigational intents. It is particularly top-heavy since it highly penalizes systems
placing not-relevant documents in high positions. For ERR we used the same gains as for nDCG.
8 Due

to the strong top heaviness of ERR, ERR@20 produces more or less the same scores as ERR. Therefore, we left it out
since it does not add any interesting contribution to correlation analysis.
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Twist [32] is a measure for informational intents, which handles both binary and graded relevance.
Twist adopts a user model where the user scans the ranked list from top to bottom until s/he stops,
and returns an estimate of the effort required by the user to traverse the ranked list. Twist evaluates
systems from the viewpoint of the avoidable effort for their users by accounting for their fatigue
while visiting a non-ideal ranking of documents; thus, it evaluates IR systems from a different angle,
i.e., user effort, than other measures such as nDCG and ERR which are more focused on user’s gain.
Overall, IR evaluation measures embed (possibly quite) different user models and they constitute
different ways of scoring systems according to the different viewpoints represented by their user
model. These differences affect the correlation among the evaluation measures: for example, ERR is
a much more top heavy measure than AP and this is reflected in their relatively low correlation.
3.4

Validation of the Grid of Points

Before proceeding in the experimentation, we validate the created GoPs in order to understand
how representative are these GoPs of the data originally submitted to the TREC tracks under
consideration.
In particular, for each evaluation measure and track, we investigate how close is the performance
distribution of the original systems submitted to that TREC track to the performance distribution
of the GoP systems on the same track. To quantify this “closeness” we use the Kullback-Leibler
Divergence (KLD) [44] between the two performance distributions. In order to compute the KLD,
we need the Probability Density Function (PDF) of the performance distributions, which we estimate
by using a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) [83] approach.
Given a vector X of m elements, the KDE estimation of its PDF is given by


m
x − Xi
1 Õ
K
(6)
fˆX (x) =
mb i=1
b
where
∫ +∞ b is a positive number called bandwidth or window width; K(·) is the kernel satisfying
K(x)dx = 1. We use Gaussian kernel with a bandwidth b = 0.015.
−∞
Given two m elements vectors X and Y , the KLD between their PDFs is given by
!
 Õ
fˆX (x) ˆ
f X (x)
(7)
DK L X Y =
ln
fˆY (x)
x


Note that D K L is not symmetric and so, in general, D K L X Y , D K L Y X .
As explained in [10], D K L ∈ [0, +∞) denotes the information lost when Y is used to approximate
X ; in our context, it denotes the information lost when the GoP systems are used to “approximate”
an original set of systems submitted to a TREC track. Therefore, 0 means that there is no loss of
information and, in our context, that the original systems and the GoP ones are considered the
same; +∞ means that there is a full loss of information and, in our context, that the original systems
and the GoP ones are considered completely different.
Figure 1 shows the estimated PDF plots of the GoP systems and the systems originally submitted
to TREC. We show the plots in the case of AP and nDCG@20 and for the T08, T10, and T14 tracks;
the other evaluation measures and tracks exhibit a similar behaviour. We have chosen AP and
nDCG@20 because they are two widely used and very well understood evaluation measures while
the selected tracks represents one example for each possible corpus: T08 for TIPSTER, T10 for
WT10g, and T14 for GOV2. Table 1 reports the KLD for all the evaluation measures and all the tracks
under experimentation.
Figure 1 and Table 1 show that the performance distribution of GoP systems is very close to the
performance distribution of the original TREC systems. Therefore, GoP systems are representative
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Table 1. KL divergence between the estimated PDF of the GoP systems and the original TREC systems for
the different tracks and evaluation measures under experimentation.
Systems
T07 vs T07gop
T08 vs T08gop
T09 vs T09gop
T10 vs T10gop
T13 vs T13gop
T14 vs T14gop
T15 vs T15gop

P@10
0.0141
0.0178
0.0389
0.0123
0.0147
0.0085
0.0156

R-prec
0.0304
0.0330
0.0461
0.0566
0.0557
0.0205
0.0323

RBP
0.0248
0.0196
0.0553
0.0274
0.0140
0.0108
0.0239
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Fig. 1. Estimated PDF of the GoP systems (solid blue line) and the original TREC systems (dashed red line)
and their KL divergence. On the left there is AP, on the right there is nDCG@20; the T08 (top), T10 (middle),
and T14 (bottom) tracks are shown.
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Fig. 2. Design of the GLMM model of equation (8) for the measure pair, topics size and system size effects.

of what happened in the selected TREC tracks but provide us with two key advantages. Firstly, for
RQ1 and RQ2, the GoPs contain at least one order of magnitude more systems than the original
TREC tracks, allowing for a more fine-grained and extensive investigation. Secondly, RQ3 is possible
only using the GoP systems, since they are the same systems across all the tracks and this allows
us to study the effect of corpora and topic sets.
4 EFFECT OF THE NUMBER OF SYSTEMS AND TOPICS
4.1 Methodology
We create a GoP merging the T13, T14, and T15 GoPs, called the T131415 GoP, and thus containing
149 topics and 1,326 runs. For each topic size t ∈ T = {10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70} and system size
s ∈ S = {10, 20, 50, 75, 100, 125, 150, 200, 250, 500}, we independently draw H = 100 random samples
of t topics and H = 100 random samples of s systems from the T131415 GoP.
For each combination (t, s) ∈ T × S of topic and system sizes, we pick each sample h = 1, . . . , H
of t topics and associate it with a corresponding, i.e. same index h, sample of s systems. In other
terms, for each combination of topic and system sizes, we select t rows and s columns from the
Mk matrices of the different evaluation measures and we repeat this operation H = 100 times.
Therefore, we obtain Mkh , h = 1, . . . , H matrices containing the performances of the s sampled
systems over the t sampled topics according to the different evaluation measures and these matrices
are then averaged column-wise M hk .
Finally, for each pair of evaluation measures mA and mB and each sample h = 1, . . . , H , we
consider the RoS M hA and M hB produced by such pair and we compute the corresponding τ and τAP
correlation coefficients.
Overall, for each combination (t, s) ∈ T × S of topic and system sizes and for each measure pair,
this procedure originates H = 100 samples of correlation values for both τ and τAP .
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As shown in Figure 2, this setup leads to a crossed design where subjects κi are the H = 100
samples for each combination (t, s) of topic and system sizes while factors α j , βk and γl correspond,
respectively, to measure pairs, number of topics and number of systems, leading to the following
GLMM model:
Yi jkl = µ ···· + κi + α j + βk + γl + (α β)jk + (αγ )jl + (βγ )kl + εi jkl
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
|{z}
Main Effects

Interaction Effects

(8)

Error

where:
• Yi jkl is the correlation value, either τ or τAP , of the i-th subject in the j-th, k-th, and l-th
factors;
• µ ···· is the grand mean;
• κi is the effect of the i-th subject, i.e. the h = 1, . . . , H samples for each (t, s) combination,
where κi = µ i ··· − µ ···· and µ i ··· is the mean of the i-th subject;
• α j = µ ·j ·· − µ ···· is the effect of the j-th factor, i.e. measure pairs, where µ ·j ·· is the mean of
the j-th
 factor. Considering that we are experimenting with 8 evaluation measures, there
are 82 = 28 measure pairs, i.e. 28 levels for factor α j ;
• βk = µ ··k · − µ ···· is the effect of the k-th factor, i.e. number of topics, where µ ··k · is the mean
of the k-th factor; there are |T | = 7 levels for factor βk ;
• γl = µ ···l − µ ···· is the effect of the l-th factor, i.e. number of systems, where µ ···l is the mean
of the l-th factor; there are |S | = 10 levels for factor γl ;
• (α β)jk , (αγ )jl , and (βγ )kl are, respectively, the interactions between measures pairs and
number of topics, measure pairs and number of systems, and number of topics and number
of systems;
• εi jkl is the error committed by the model in predicting the score of the i-th subject in the
three factors j, k, l.
Considering that there are 28 measure pairs, 7 topic sizes, 10 system sizes and that, for each
combination of these factors, we use 100 subjects, overall this amounts to analyzing 196,000
correlation values for both τ and τAP .
4.2

Experimental Results

4.2.1 General Trends. Figure 3 shows the average correlation of the AP vs nDCG@20 pair over the
H = 100 samples for each (t, s) combination and the corresponding confidence interval; Kendall’s τ
correlation is drawn with a solid blue line while AP correlation τAP is drawn with a dashed green
line. The other evaluation measure pairs exhibit a consistent behaviour with respect to the one of
the AP vs nDCG@20 pair, which we use here as an example to discuss the main trends because AP
and nDCG@20 are two very widely used and well-understood measures. If in the table of Figure 2
we fix the level α j corresponding to the AP vs nDCG@20 pair, we can note that Figure 3 just plots
the raw data contained in the cells under that level α j , using a sub-plot for each topic size βk level
and, within each sub-plot, plotting the different system size γl levels on the x-axis.
As Figure 3 highlights, the number of topics affects both τ and τAP , since their average value
increases as the number of topics increases. On the other hand, the number of systems exhibits less
impact on the two correlation coefficients: indeed, apart from a small transient up to around 75-100
systems, the trend for both coefficients is somehow constant, especially when the number of topics
increases. We can note how, in the transient phase, τ and τAP behave differently: τ tends to slightly
increase before reaching stability while τAP manifest an initial decrease, sometimes followed by an
increase, before getting more or less constant.
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Fig. 3. AP vs nDCG@20 correlation on the T131415 GoP, averaged over H = 100 samples for each (t, s)
combination, and confidence interval (shaded). Kendall’s τ correlation is drawn with a solid blue line; AP
correlation τAP is drawn with a dashed green line. Each plot shows the correlation for a given number of
topics as the number of systems increases.

Figure 3 does not support the claim by [50], at least in the case of the correlation among evaluation
measures, since the τ coefficient does not steadily increases as the sample size, i.e. the number of
systems, increases. This represents a positive feature of the τ coefficient when used to study the
correlation among evaluation measures, because it frees us from the concern of how many systems
we are using and if this number would lead us to observe somehow biased correlation values.
When it comes to confidence intervals, lower number of topics and systems call for larger
intervals, which is not surprising. However, τ generally exhibits smaller confidence intervals than
τAP , especially for low number of topics. Moreover, τ seems to be a bit more effective than τAP in
benefiting from the increasing number of topics and systems; indeed, correlation values get more
stable and confidence intervals get smaller in a “faster” way for τ than for τAP .
4.2.2 GLMM and ANOVA Analysis. Tables 2 and 3 report the results of the ANOVA analyses on
the GLMM model of equation (8) for τ and τAP , respectively.
The tables show that the main effects of the measure pair (α j ), topic size (βk ), and system size
(γl ) factors are all statistically significant for both τ and τAP .
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Table 2. Kendall’s τ correlation: ANOVA table for the GLMM model of equation (8), considering the measure
pair, topic size, and system size effects on the T131415 GoP.
Source
Subject
Measure Pair
Topic Size
System Size
Measure Pair*Topic Size
Measure Pair*System Size
Topic Size*System Size
Error
Total

SS
55.8432
1,666.5150
418.7689
2.3875
33.1886
0.9346
0.6136
1,105.8283
3,284.0798

DF
99
27
6
9
162
243
54
195,399
195,999

MS
0.5641
61.7228
69.7948
0.2653
0.2049
0.0038
0.0114
0.0057

F
99.6711
10,906.3664
12,332.6910
46.8753
36.2001
0.6796
2.0079

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
3.64e-85
0.0000
1.0000
1.69e-05

2
ω̂ hf
ac t i

Power

0.6004
0.2740
0.0021
0.0283
0.0000
0.0002

1.0000
1.0000
0.9999
1.0000
0.8043
0.5137

Table 3. AP correlation τAP : ANOVA table for the GLMM model of equation (8), considering the measure
pair, topic size, and system size effects on the T131415 GoP.
Source
Subject
Measure Pair
Topic Size
System Size
Measure Pair*Topic Size
Measure Pair*System Size
Topic Size*System Size
Error
Total

SS
71.0670
2,536.3318
612.0528
12.0979
26.9371
1.2495
0.8735
1,616.7174
4,877.3271

DF
99
27
6
9
162
243
54
195,399
195,999

MS
0.7178
93.9382
102.0088
1.3442
0.1662
0.0051
0.0162
0,0083

F
86.7603
11,353.5200
12,328.9432
162.4638
20.0967
0.6214
1.9550

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
4.20e-308
0.0000
1.0000
3.44e-05

2
ω̂ hf
ac t i

Power

0.6100
0.2740
0.0074
0.0155
0.0000
0.0002

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
0.7467
0.4966

The most prominent effect is the measure pair one, which is a large size effect in terms of ω̂ 2 ,
and it has almost the same size for both τ and τAP . The large portion of variance explained by
the measure pair factor makes sense since correlation varies quite a lot from one measure pair to
another one and it is what actually discriminates evaluation measures.
The second biggest effect is the topic size one, which again is a large size effect and it has the
same size for both τ and τAP . This supports the previous observations about Figure 3 when we
noted that the topic size is the most prominent factor influencing the correlation among evaluation
measures. However, its size is slightly less half than the size of the measure pair effect, indicating
that the correlation among evaluation measures is by far the dominating factor.
Finally, the system size effect, even if significant, is a very small size effect and we can consider
it almost negligible; however, it should be noted that this effect is a little bit more than three times
bigger for τAP than for τ . Overall, this sustains the observations made above about the smaller
importance of the number of systems on the correlation among evaluation measures, with τAP
being more sensitive to this factor than τ .
When it comes to the interaction between effects, for both τ and τAP , the measure pair and
topic size (α β)jk and the topic size and system size (βγ )kl interactions are statistically significant.
On the other hand, the measure pair and system size (αγ )jl interaction is not significant and this
further stress the fact that the number of systems does not influence much the correlation among
evaluation measures.
The interaction between measure pair and topic size (α β)jk is a small size effect, about 1.8 times
bigger for τ than for τAP , indicating that the former is slightly more influenced by it. This not only
strengthens the importance of the number of topics on the correlation among evaluation measures
but it also suggests that different evaluation measure pairs may interact differently with the number
of topics, i.e. the correlation between certain measure pairs may be increased or decreased more
than others by some number of topics. The topic size and system size interaction (βγ )kl is another
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Table 4. Main effects of the τ and τAP correlation coefficients for each evaluation measure pair, net from the
number of topics and systems effects on the T131415 GoP. These are the values plotted in Figure 4 on the
left. Note that τAP is not symmetric and we used as reference the evaluation measure reported in the row.

AP
P@10
R-prec
RBP
nDCG
nDCG@20
ERR
Twist

τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP

AP
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

P@10
0.7273
0.6064
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

R-prec
0.9087
0.8477
0.7165
0.5919
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

RBP
0.7307
0.6160
0.8720
0.7787
0.7197
0.6038
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

nDCG
0.8923
0.8484
0.6909
0.5665
0.8734
0.8002
0.6894
0.5710
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–

nDCG@20
0.7814
0.6741
0.8221
0.7098
0.7736
0.6641
0.8141
0.7051
0.7376
0.6276
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–

ERR
0.6216
0.4959
0.6860
0.5481
0.6197
0.4912
0.7550
0.6322
0.5892
0.4683
0.6754
0.5381
1.0000
1.0000
–
–

Twist
0.8793
0.8125
0.7126
0.5864
0.8690
0.7849
0.7092
0.5883
0.8841
0.8125
0.7644
0.6478
0.6057
0.4726
1.0000
1.0000

extremely small size effect that we can neglect, again indicating that the number of systems/topics
tend to not influence each other.
As a final remark emerging from from Tables 2 and 3, we can note how consistent is the behavior
of τ and τAP , which basically exhibit extremely close effect sizes for almost all the factors. Moreover,
the statistical power is extremely high for all the significant effects, with the exception of the topic
size and system size interaction which is slightly under-powered.
4.2.3 Main Effects Analysis. Figure 4 shows the main effects plot of the measure pair (on the left),
topics size (on the middle) and system size (on the right) factors for both τ (top in blue) and τAP
(bottom in green). The main effects plot graphs the response mean for each factor level connected
by a dotted tiny line and, by means of this plot, we can easily determine the impact of the different
levels of a factor. In the case of the topic size and system size factor, we also report the outcomes of
the Tukey HSD test for the t = 50 topic size and the s = 100 system size, respectively: topic sizes
and system size not significantly different from t = 50 and s = 100, i.e. those which are in the same
group, are highlighted with a diamond.
Figure 4 on the left shows the expected values of τ and τAP , net from the effects of the number
of topics and systems; these values are also reported in Table 4, which can be held as reference
correlation values among these evaluation measures, distilled across a wide range of number of
topics and systems. As anticipated in Section 2.2, τAP is not symmetric and we used as reference
the evaluation measure reported in the row of Table 4 which corresponds to the first one in the
labels of measure pair plot in Figure 4.
The effect of the number of topics (middle plot of Figure 4) is to increase the correlation score
for both the correlation coefficients and the Tukey HSD plots show that the topic sizes tend to
be significantly different from each other, apart from t = 50 and = 60 which belong to the same
group. However, the actual increment due to the topic size slows down as the topic size increases.
Indeed, the marginal means with respect to the topic size factor are: at 10 topics τ̄ t =10 = 0.6669
t =10 = 0.5441; at 30 topics τ̄ t =30 = 0.7413 and τ̄ t =30 = 0.6268 with a difference of 11.16% and
and τ̄AP
AP
t =50 = 0.6907 with
15.20%, respectively, with respect to 10 topics; at 50 topics τ̄ t =50 = 0.7908 and τ̄AP
a difference of 6.68% and 10.19%, respectively, with respect to 30 topics; at 70 topics τ̄ t =70 = 0.8075
t =70 = 0.7132 with a difference of 2.11% and 3.26%, respectively, with respect to 50 topics.
and τ̄AP
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Fig. 4. Main effects for the measure pair (on the left), topics size (on the middle) and system size (on the
right) factors on the T131415 GoP. Kendall’s τ correlation is at the top in blue, AP correlation τAP is at the
bottom in green. The topic size and system size plots report also the Tukey HSD comparison for the t = 50
topic size and the s = 100 system size, respectively. Topic sizes and system size not significantly different from
t = 50 and s = 100 are highlighted with a diamond. Note that τAP is not symmetric and we used as reference
the first evaluation measure in the labels of the measure pair plot. Also note that the figure is rotated and
indications like left, middle and right all refer to when you rotate the figure to read it.
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Fig. 5. Interaction effects for the Measure Pair*Topic Size factors on the T131415 GoP. Kendall’s τ correlation
is on the left, AP correlation τAP is on the right.

Overall, this suggests that the 50 topics typically found in a track of an evaluation campaign
are at the beginning of the range where the effect of the number of topics stabilizes and thus they
represent a reasonable choice, trading off the cost of topic and ground-truth creation. Moreover,
these findings answer the question of [14] from a different angle, since they clearly show that the
topic size matters a lot when studying the correlation among evaluation measures.
When it comes to the number of systems (right plot of Figure 4), we can see how τ is slightly
less affected by them than τAP and that, after an initial small transient up to 75-100 systems where
τ marginally increases and τAP marginally decreases, both τ and τAP becomes basically constant.
This is also confirmed if you look at the marginal means with respect to the system size factor:
s=10 = 0.6649; at 50 systems τ̄ s=50 = 0.7588 and τ̄ s=50 = 0.6515
at 10 systems τ̄ s=10 = 0.7458 and τ̄AP
AP
with a difference of just 1.74% and 2.02%, respectively, with respect to 10 systems; at 100 systems
s=100 = 0.6425 with a difference of 0.40% and 1.38%, respectively, with respect
τ̄ s=100 = 0.7558 and τ̄AP
s=150 = 0.6410 with a very small difference of
to 50 topics; at 150 systems τ̄ s=150 = 0.7541 and τ̄AP
only 0.22% and 0.23%, respectively, with respect to 100 systems; and similarly for even greater
numbers of systems. So, even if the Tukey HSD test shows a few significant differences, we can see
how these differences have a limited impact in practical terms, as also supported by the ANOVA
Tables 2 and 3 which show how the system size is a significant but extremely small effect.
As previously noted, these results do not support the claim by [50], who suggested that τ increases
with the length of the sample size, i.e. the number of systems in our case. However, the example of
[50] consists of a list where the top 10 elements are in opposite order and kept fixed while all the
others are concordant as the list gets longer: in this case, as the list length increases, τ increases. In
our case, instead, we have swaps in all the positions of the RoS of the longer and longer lists and
this motivates why we observe a different behavior than [50].
4.2.4 Interaction Effects Analysis. Figure 5 shows the interaction plots for the Measure Pair*Topic
Size factor which, according to Tables 2 and 3 is the only significant interaction effect with a notnegligible effect size; τ is plotted on the left and τAP is plotted on the right. An interaction effects
plot displays the levels of one factor on the X axis and has a separate line for the means of each
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the main effects of measure pair factor for both τ and τAP on the T131415 GoP. On
the left, RoMP are ordered by τ and τAP : horizontal and oblique lines indicate, respectively, concordance and
discordance between the rankings. On the right, the same main effects shown in Figure 4 on the left but with
means centered around zero, where τ is drawn with a solid blue line while τAP with a dashed green line.

level of the other factor on the Y axis; it allows us to understand whether the effect of one factor
depends on the level of the other factor. Two parallel lines indicate that no interaction occurred,
whereas nonparallel lines indicate an interaction between factors; the more nonparallel the lines
are, the greater the strength of the interaction.
We can see that in Figure 5, even if lines exhibit a common upward trend as the topic size
increases, there are many non parallel lines and many crossings, denoting a good interaction
between the two factors. For example, in the case of τ , AP vs Twist (solid thick blue line) is below
P@10 vs RBP (dotted thick blue line) at 10 topics, they cross around 20 topics, and P@10 vs RBP
gets over AP vs Twist from 30 topics onwards; we can note how the AP vs Twist slope is a bit
steeper than the P@10 vs RBP one, indicating that AP vs Twist benefits more than P@10 vs RBP
from the progressively increasing topic size; finally, in the case of τAP we can observe that AP vs
Twist is always above P@10 vs RBP and, as in the case of τ , its slope is steeper than the P@10 vs
RBP one, again denoting interaction between the two factors. As a further example, for both τ and
τAP , R-prec vs RBP (solid thick green line) starts below many other measure pairs but it has a
quite steep slope and, as the topic size increases, it crosses several of the measure pairs above it.
Overall, this confirms that the number of topics has a great impact on the correlation among
evaluation measures and that, at different topic sizes, we may observe different behaviors for
different measure pairs.
4.2.5 τ and τAP Comparison. It can be noted how, in Figure 4, the τ and τAP curves for the
measure pair factor look very similar, provided that τAP has lower values than τ and it is translated
towards the bottom. This suggest that, yet providing different correlation values, τ and τAP may
convey somewhat similar information about the correlation among a set of evaluation measures.
To explore a bit more this aspect, we rank measure pairs by their τ and τAP scores reported in
Table 4 and shown in Figure 4 on the left; this originates two Rankings of Measure Pairs (RoMP) and
we investigate how close these two RoMP are, considering that the closer they are the more similar
information they provide about the correlation among evaluation measures.
Figure 6 on the left shows a parallel coordinates plot [38] of the τ and τAP RoMP. The parallel
coordinates plot is a visualization technique used to plot individual data elements across many
dimensions; each of the dimensions corresponds to a vertical axis – in our case we have two axes,
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one for τ and another for τAP – and each data element is displayed as a series of connected points
along the dimensions/axes.
It emerges that there are many concordant pairs, that there are just 5 swaps between the two
RoMP, and that these swaps are only local, i.e. they concern just two adjacent positions, as in the
case of the AP vs R-Prec and AP vs nDCG pairs in the top ranks. To get a quantitative appreciation
of how close these two RoMP are, we can adopt the Kendall’s tau and AP correlation coefficients
themselves but playing a different role: here we use them as an analysis tool and they are not the
object of investigation, as it generally happens in this paper; to clearly indicate these different roles,
we label them tauCorr and apCorr when they are used as an analysis tool while we label them
τ and τAP when they are the object of investigation. We obtain that the correlation among the
two RoMP is tauCorr = 0.9735 and apCorr = 0.8815, suggesting that τ and τAP rank evaluation
measure pairs in a very similar manner. We can also note how the 3 swaps in the top ranks of the
RoMP are penalized by apCorr, which is about 10% lower than tauCorr.
We look at how similar information τ and τAP provide about the correlation among evaluation
measures also from another angle. We have observed that the τ and τAP curves for the measure
pair factor, shown in Figure 4 on the left and reported in Table 4, look very similar even if they are
somewhat translated. Therefore, to better appreciate this similarity, we center the mean of the τ
and τAP curves around zero, i.e. we remove from each curve its mean across the different measure
pairs, as shown in Figure 6. Finally, we quantify how close these two curves are by using the Root
Mean Square Error (RMSE) [42], which is just RMSE = 0.0242, indicating very small differences.
Overall, these findings suggest that, if you consider a set of evaluation measures and you compare
them across a large set of topic and system sizes, removing those effects, τ and τAP have different
absolute values but they provide a quite consistent assessment of what the differences among these
evaluation measures are.
5
5.1

EFFECT OF REMOVING LOW PERFORMING SYSTEMS
Methodology

When conducting experimentation, low performing systems are identified in various ways, according to what fits best with the goal of the experiment at hand. For example, [5, 55] consider only
runs that retrieve at least 5 relevant and 5 highly relevant documents while [80] remove runs in
the first quartile of MAP. Here, we take the same angle as [80] and we consider as low performing
systems those falling in the first quartile of MAP, since this is a very commonly adopted approach.
Our goal is to understand whether the following two cases provide substantially different
information about the correlation among evaluation measures: allQ case, where we use all the
systems to compute the correlation scores; no1Q case, where we remove low performing systems,
i.e. those falling in the first quartile of MAP, before computing the correlation scores.
We use the same dataset and experimental setup described in Section 4.1 and briefly recapped
here: (i) generate H = 100 samples of t topics and s systems; (ii) for each sample, compute the
performance of the systems over the topics with respect to all measures; (iii) for each sample, rank
the systems by the performance measures, one RoS per measure; (iv) for each sample and for each
pair of measures, compute the correlation of the RoS with both τ and τAP .
Therefore, for each combination (t, s) ∈ T × S of topic and system sizes, we consider:
(1) allQ: τ and τAP correlations scores, averaged over the H = 100 samples, where at step (iii)
we use the whole RoS;
(2) no1Q: τ and τAP correlations scores, averaged over the H = 100 samples, where at step (iii)
we remove first quartile systems from the RoS; we identify systems in the first quartile in
terms of their MAP.
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Fig. 7. Experimental design for investigating RQ2.

Adopting the above procedure, as shown in Figure 7, we end up with 28 distinct τ and τAP
average correlation scores, where 28 is the number of possible measure pairs, for the allQ and
no1Q cases at each combination (t, s) ∈ T × S of topic and system sizes.
Now, for each cell of the table in Figure 7, i.e. for each combination (t, s) ∈ T × S of topic and
system sizes, we need to understand whether the allQ and no1Q cases convey somewhat similar
information about the correlation among evaluation measures. To this end, we reason in a way
similar to what we did in Section 4.2.5 and we analyze the data as follows:
• we rank measure pairs by their allQ and no1Q correlation scores and we investigate how
close these two allQ and no1Q RoMP are, considering that the closer they are the more
similar information they provide about the correlation among evaluation measures. To get
a quantitative appreciation of how close these two RoMP are, we use the Kendall’s tau and
AP correlation coefficients themselves but playing the role of an analysis tool; therefore,
we label them tauCorr and apCorr in this case.
• we consider the allQ and no1Q curves, i.e. the plot of the values contained in a cell of
the table in Figure 7, and we center the mean of the allQ and no1Q curves around zero,
i.e. we remove from each curve its mean across the different measure pairs. This allows
us to assess how close are the allQ and no1Q curves, once the vertical translation due to
different absolute values has been removed. We quantify this “closeness” in terms of RMSE
between the allQ and no1Q curves: the lower the RMSE scores, the more similar are the
allQ and no1Q curves and the smaller the difference between removing or not removing
low performing systems.
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Fig. 8. AP vs nDCG@20 pair correlation on the T131415 GoP, averaged over H = 100 samples at the t =
10, 30, 50, 70 topic sizes, and confidence interval (shaded). Kendall’s τ correlation is on the top: allQ is a solid
blue line and no1Q is a dashed red line; AP correlation τAP is on the bottom: allQ is a solid green line and
no1Q is a dashed orange line. Each plot shows the correlation for a given number of topics as the number of
systems increases. The allQ curves are the same as those shown in the corresponding plots of Figure 3.
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Table 5. Comparison of Kendall’s τ correlation with and without removing first quartile systems on the
T131415 GoP. For each (t, s) combination, the tauCorr and apCorr values measure how close the RoMP are
with and without removing first quartile systems; the RMSE values quantify how close are the allQ and no1Q
scores, once their mean over the set of evaluation measure pairs has been centered around zero.
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20

Topic Size

30
40
50
60
70

tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE

10
0.9312
0.9075
0.0452
0.9365
0.9291
0.0521
0.9524
0.9264
0.0566
0.9365
0.9417
0.0480
0.9683
0.9306
0.0440
0.9894
0.9925
0.0486
0.9577
0.9547
0.0417

25
0.9524
0.9589
0.0400
0.9788
0.8966
0.0406
0.9735
0.9077
0.0499
0.9841
0.9744
0.0428
0.9894
0.9927
0.0370
0.9841
0.9671
0.0416
0.9630
0.9335
0.0383

50
0.9577
0.8937
0.0419
0.9894
0.9871
0.0440
0.9947
0.9815
0.0497
0.9894
0.9817
0.0462
0.9788
0.9788
0.0385
0.9735
0.9326
0.0429
0.9524
0.9337
0.0421

75
0.9577
0.9647
0.0379
0.9894
0.9899
0.0463
0.9735
0.9561
0.0474
0.9788
0.9830
0.0454
0.9683
0.9472
0.0403
0.9788
0.9628
0.0453
0.9418
0.9054
0.0409

System Size
100
125
0.9577 0.9524
0.9617 0.9411
0.0416 0.0399
0.9894 0.9841
0.9871 0.9830
0.0452 0.0471
0.9894 0.9841
0.9903 0.9719
0.0493 0.0502
0.9788 0.9841
0.9538 0.9785
0.0466 0.0467
0.9947 0.9735
0.9954 0.9640
0.0423 0.0415
0.9841 0.9894
0.9769 0.9806
0.0466 0.0456
0.9418 0.9471
0.9027 0.9394
0.0421 0.0420

150
0.9524
0.9415
0.0419
0.9788
0.9825
0.0471
1.0000
1.0000
0.0513
0.9947
0.9965
0.0479
0.9841
0.9858
0.0415
0.9894
0.9808
0.0470
0.9683
0.9281
0.0433

200
0.9418
0.9298
0.0400
0.9841
0.9832
0.0465
0.9947
0.9938
0.0498
0.9841
0.9571
0.0457
0.9683
0.9435
0.0408
0.9735
0.9632
0.0462
0.9418
0.9029
0.0413

250
0.9418
0.9233
0.0414
0.9841
0.9832
0.0462
0.9841
0.9714
0.0494
0.9947
0.9852
0.0474
0.9735
0.9643
0.0415
0.9841
0.9725
0.0473
0.9577
0.9142
0.0428

500
0.9418
0.9338
0.0413
0.9894
0.9871
0.0464
0.9894
0.9780
0.0494
0.9841
0.9785
0.0473
0.9683
0.9520
0.0417
0.9894
0.9802
0.0468
0.9524
0.9103
0.0428

Table 6. Comparison of AP correlation τAP with and without removing first quartile systems on the T131415
GoP. For each (t, s) combination, the tauCorr and apCorr values measure how close the RoMP are with and
without removing first quartile systems; the RMSE values quantify how close are the allQ and no1Q scores,
once their mean over the set of evaluation measure pairs has been centered around zero.
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apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE
tauCorr
apCorr
RMSE

10
0.9471
0.9645
0.0306
0.9683
0.9055
0.0325
0.9577
0.8900
0.0360
0.9630
0.8994
0.0326
0.9788
0.9061
0.0287
0.9894
0.9915
0.0313
0.9788
0.9157
0.0285

25
0.9788
0.9849
0.0235
0.9788
0.9681
0.0252
1.0000
1.0000
0.0308
1.0000
1.0000
0.0273
0.9841
0.9148
0.0241
0.9947
0.9973
0.0266
0.9947
0.9973
0.0256

50
0.9735
0.9768
0.0243
0.9947
0.9938
0.0254
0.9894
0.9916
0.0297
0.9894
0.9913
0.0290
0.9947
0.9259
0.0247
1.0000
1.0000
0.0271
0.9788
0.9030
0.0271

75
0.9788
0.9830
0.0219
0.9947
0.9943
0.0269
0.9788
0.9673
0.0286
0.9788
0.9098
0.0280
0.9894
0.9227
0.0252
0.9841
0.9186
0.0278
0.9894
0.9904
0.0262

System Size
100
125
0.9788 0.9841
0.9709 0.9897
0.0231 0.0224
0.9894 0.9894
0.9905 0.9911
0.0262 0.0268
0.9788 0.9894
0.9051 0.9916
0.0287 0.0299
0.9947 0.9894
0.9961 0.9213
0.0281 0.0283
0.9947 0.9841
0.9259 0.9136
0.0261 0.0255
0.9841 0.9947
0.9849 0.9973
0.0283 0.0279
0.9788 0.9894
0.9124 0.9202
0.0265 0.0266

150
0.9735
0.9718
0.0231
0.9894
0.9911
0.0269
0.9841
0.9741
0.0299
0.9841
0.9186
0.0293
0.9894
0.9210
0.0257
0.9894
0.9937
0.0285
0.9841
0.9174
0.0267

200
0.9735
0.9690
0.0224
0.9947
0.9938
0.0264
0.9788
0.9129
0.0291
0.9841
0.9191
0.0278
0.9841
0.9173
0.0252
0.9841
0.9158
0.0280
0.9841
0.9156
0.0260

250
0.9683
0.9775
0.0230
0.9947
0.9973
0.0263
0.9894
0.9213
0.0292
1.0000
1.0000
0.0286
0.9947
0.9259
0.0254
0.9788
0.9810
0.0285
0.9841
0.9159
0.0267

500
0.9788
0.9869
0.0228
0.9947
0.9973
0.0263
0.9947
0.9259
0.0290
0.9841
0.9193
0.0285
0.9947
0.9259
0.0254
0.9894
0.9232
0.0281
0.9894
0.9213
0.0265
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Experimental Results

5.2.1 General Trends. Figure 8 shows the correlation of the AP vs nDCG@20 pair, averaged over
the H = 100 samples, at the t = 10, 30, 50, 70 topic sizes9 and the corresponding confidence interval;
Kendall’s τ correlation is drawn with a solid blue line (allQ) and a dashed red line (no1Q) while AP
correlation τAP is drawn with a solid green line (allQ) and a dashed orange line (no1Q). Figure 8
basically plots the raw data contained in the cells of the table in Figure 7 for the rows corresponding
to topic sizes t = 10, 30, 50, 70 across the columns of all the system sizes. The other evaluation
measure pairs exhibit a consistent behaviour with respect to the one of the AP vs nDCG@20 pair,
which we use here as an example to discuss the main trends. Note that the allQ curves in the plots
of Figure 8 are the same curves also shown in the corresponding plots of Figure 3.
[68] stated that the higher the range of scores of the ranked systems, the higher the correlation
coefficient and Figure 8 basically generalizes their claim across many topic and system sizes. Indeed,
we can observe that, for all the topics and system sizes, τ and τAP excluding first quartile systems
(no1Q), i.e. reducing the range of the system scores, are consistently lower by their counterpart
considering all the systems (allQ).
When can also note that the no1Q version of the curves tend to have bigger confidence intervals
than the allQ one, especially at lower topic and system sizes. This makes sense when you consider
that the no1Q version removes 25% of the systems and this particularly affects the lower topic and
system sizes.
Finally, Figure 8 evidences how close is the behaviour of the allQ and no1Q curves, yet with
different absolute values, for both τ and τAP .
5.2.2 Analysis. Figure 9 compares, for the (t = 50, s = 100) combination, the allQ and no1Q
RoMP as well as the allQ and no1Q curves. In other terms, it applies the analysis procedure described
in Section 5.1 to the contents of the cell of the table in Figure 7 corresponding to t = 50 topics and
s = 100 systems.
As shown in the parallel coordinates plot on the left, for both τ and τAP , the difference between
allQ and no1Q consists of just one swap between two adjacent measure pairs, somehow in the
middle for τ and at the top for τAP ; as a consequence, in the case of τ , the correlations between the
allQ and no1Q RoMP are tauCorr = 0.9947 and apCorr = 0.9954; in the case of τAP , the correlations
between the allQ and no1Q rankings are tauCorr = 0.9947 and apCorr = 0.9259, a little lower due
to the single swap happening at the top rank.
Figure 9 shows, on the right, the allQ and no1Q curves with mean centered around zero. We can
observe how close they are, as also supported by the low RMSE which is RMSE = 0.0423 in the
case of Kendall’s τ correlation and RMSE = 0.0261 in the case of AP correlation τAP . We can also
note that, for both τ and τAP , the no1Q curve is constantly above the allQ one for measure pairs in
the top half of the RoMP while the opposite happens for measure pairs in the bottom half. This
suggest that removing low performing systems somehow boosts more highly correlated measure
pairs and narrows down the less correlated ones.
Finally, Table 5 (τ ) and Table 6 (τAP ) reports the results of the application of the analysis methodology described in Section 5.1 to each cell of the table show in Figure 7.
We can observe that the correlations between the allQ and no1Q RoMP are quite high, for all
the possible topic and system sizes, being a bit lower just in case of very low numbers of topics and
systems: they are typically over 0.9 for both τ (Table 5) and τAP (Table 6).
Overall, the grand mean across the cells of Tables 5 and 6 is: for Kendall’s τ correlation tauCorr =
0.9723 and apCorr = 0.9580 and for AP correlation τAP tauCorr = 0.9852 and apCorr = 0.9538,
9 The

trends for the other topics are quite similar and we do not show them here for space reasons.
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0.25

0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15

= AP

AP Correlation =AP Centered around Zero

0.8376 - AP vs nDCG
0.8360 - AP vs R-prec
0.7935 - AP vs Twist
0.7846 - nDCG vs Twist
0.7819 - R-prec vs nDCG
0.7625 - R-prec vs Twist
0.7487 - P@10 vs RBP
0.6754 - P@10 vs nDCG@20
0.6686 - RBP vs nDCG@20
0.6290 - AP vs nDCG@20
0.6270 - R-prec vs nDCG@20
0.6049 - nDCG@20 vs Twist
0.5792 - nDCG vs nDCG@20
0.5689 - RBP vs ERR
0.5664 - AP vs RBP
0.5646 - R-prec vs RBP
0.5549 - AP vs P@10
0.5498 - P@10 vs R-prec
0.5393 - RBP vs Twist
0.5369 - P@10 vs Twist
0.5244 - RBP vs nDCG
0.5172 - P@10 vs nDCG
0.4801 - P@10 vs ERR
0.4768 - nDCG@20 vs ERR
0.4322 - R-prec vs ERR
0.4301 - AP vs ERR
0.4068 - ERR vs Twist
0.3977 - nDCG vs ERR
no1Q

RoMP by AP Correlation = AP over no1Q

RoMP by AP Correlation = AP over allQ

0.25

Correlation among RoMP: tauCorr = 0.9947; apCorr = 0.9259

= allQ
= no1Q
AP vs P@10
AP vs R-prec
AP vs RBP
AP vs nDCG
AP vs nDCG@20
AP vs ERR
AP vs Twist
P@10 vs R-prec
P@10 vs RBP
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P@10 vs nDCG@20
P@10 vs ERR
P@10 vs Twist
R-prec vs RBP
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R-prec vs nDCG@20
R-prec vs ERR
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RBP vs nDCG
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RBP vs ERR
RBP vs Twist
nDCG vs nDCG@20
nDCG vs ERR
nDCG vs Twist
nDCG@20 vs ERR
nDCG@20 vs Twist
ERR vs Twist

-0.2
-0.25

AP correlation
AP vs R-prec - 0.8715
AP vs nDCG - 0.8654
AP vs Twist - 0.8357
nDCG vs Twist - 0.8288
R-prec vs nDCG - 0.8252
R-prec vs Twist - 0.8136
P@10 vs RBP - 0.8040
P@10 vs nDCG@20 - 0.7457
RBP vs nDCG@20 - 0.7398
AP vs nDCG@20 - 0.7089
R-prec vs nDCG@20 - 0.7062
nDCG@20 vs Twist - 0.6882
nDCG vs nDCG@20 - 0.6637
RBP vs ERR - 0.6592
AP vs RBP - 0.6567
R-prec vs RBP - 0.6540
AP vs P@10 - 0.6483
P@10 vs R-prec - 0.6438
RBP vs Twist - 0.6339
P@10 vs Twist - 0.6329
RBP vs nDCG - 0.6184
P@10 vs nDCG - 0.6137
P@10 vs ERR - 0.5890
nDCG@20 vs ERR - 0.5854
R-prec vs ERR - 0.5466
AP vs ERR - 0.5460
ERR vs Twist - 0.5276
nDCG vs ERR - 0.5152
= AP allQ

RMSE between allQ and no1Q curves = 0.0423.

0.2

RMSE between allQ and no1Q curves = 0.0261.

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2
-0.25

=AP allQ
= no1Q
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AP vs P@10
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AP vs RBP
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AP vs Twist
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P@10 vs ERR
P@10 vs Twist
R-prec vs RBP
R-prec vs nDCG
R-prec vs nDCG@20
R-prec vs ERR
R-prec vs Twist
RBP vs nDCG
RBP vs nDCG@20
RBP vs ERR
RBP vs Twist
nDCG vs nDCG@20
nDCG vs ERR
nDCG vs Twist
nDCG@20 vs ERR
nDCG@20 vs Twist
ERR vs Twist

0.8888 - AP vs R-prec
0.8732 - AP vs nDCG
0.8530 - nDCG vs Twist
0.8526 - AP vs Twist
0.8450 - R-prec vs nDCG
0.8352 - R-prec vs Twist
0.8288 - P@10 vs RBP
0.7695 - P@10 vs nDCG@20
0.7584 - RBP vs nDCG@20
0.7094 - AP vs nDCG@20
0.7077 - R-prec vs nDCG@20
0.6946 - nDCG@20 vs Twist
0.6721 - RBP vs ERR
0.6572 - nDCG vs nDCG@20
0.6487 - AP vs RBP
0.6441 - R-prec vs RBP
0.6425 - AP vs P@10
0.6373 - P@10 vs R-prec
0.6287 - P@10 vs Twist
0.6226 - RBP vs Twist
0.6026 - P@10 vs nDCG
0.6011 - RBP vs nDCG
0.5795 - P@10 vs ERR
0.5773 - nDCG@20 vs ERR
0.5112 - R-prec vs ERR
0.5037 - AP vs ERR
0.4817 - ERR vs Twist
0.4624 - nDCG vs ERR
= no1Q

Kendall's = Correlation Centered around Zero

Correlation among RoMP: tauCorr = 0.9947; apCorr = 0.9954

RoMP by Kendall's = Correlation over no1Q

RoMP by Kendall's = Correlation over allQ

Kendall’s tau correlation
AP vs R-prec - 0.9280
AP vs nDCG - 0.9073
nDCG vs Twist - 0.9014
AP vs Twist - 0.9012
R-prec vs nDCG - 0.8940
R-prec vs Twist - 0.8933
P@10 vs RBP - 0.8917
P@10 vs nDCG@20 - 0.8526
RBP vs nDCG@20 - 0.8447
AP vs nDCG@20 - 0.8144
R-prec vs nDCG@20 - 0.8115
nDCG@20 vs Twist - 0.8012
RBP vs ERR - 0.7873
nDCG vs nDCG@20 - 0.7717
AP vs RBP - 0.7715
AP vs P@10 - 0.7688
R-prec vs RBP - 0.7665
P@10 vs R-prec - 0.7636
P@10 vs Twist - 0.7567
RBP vs Twist - 0.7516
P@10 vs nDCG - 0.7340
RBP vs nDCG - 0.7315
P@10 vs ERR - 0.7289
nDCG@20 vs ERR - 0.7255
R-prec vs ERR - 0.6784
AP vs ERR - 0.6760
ERR vs Twist - 0.6592
nDCG vs ERR - 0.6404
= allQ

Fig. 9. Comparison of the allQ and no1Q τ and τAP versions for the (t = 50, s = 100) level across all the
pairs of evaluation measures. τ is on the top and τAP is on the bottom. On the left, the rankings of the
evaluation measure pairs are ordered by the allQ and no1Q approaches: horizontal and oblique lines indicate,
respectively, concordance and discordance between the rankings. On the right, theallQ and no1Q curves are
shown but with means centered around zero.

indicating an almost perfect concordance between the allQ and no1Q cases. This is also supported
by the RMSE which is typically low and whose grand mean is RMSE = 0.0446 for Kendall’s τ
correlation and RMSE = 0.0271 for AP correlation τAP
Overall, these analyses suggest that the allQ and no1Q approaches do not convey substantially
different information when comparing a set of evaluation measures.
On the other hand removing first quartile systems, or lower performing systems according to
some other criteria, may make the experiments more difficult to reproduce [25, 26] because of
various reasons, e.g. overlooking to remove low performing systems, wrong implementation of the
removal criterion, and so on.
Furthermore, these analyses highlight a serious issue concerning the difficulty in using and
interpreting absolute thresholds, as pointed out also by [68]. The τ = 0.9 threshold indicated
by [76, 77], and then widely adopted by researchers, is well motivated and sensible when it comes
to its interpretation of level above which we can consider rankings to be equivalent but its absolute
value 0.9 is mostly bound to the specific experiments that have been conducted and to their setup.
For example, Figure 8 shows how for the AP vs nDCG@20 pair, the difference between the allQ
and the no1Q systems is to obtain a Kendall’s τ score closer to or farther away from the 0.9 threshold;
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Fig. 10. Design of the GLMM model of equation (9) for the measure pair, corpus and topic set effects.

this, in turn, would make you reach quite different conclusions about the correlation between these
two evaluation measures. And, if you consider that both the allQ and the no1Q choice does not
substantially affect the positioning of the AP vs nDCG@20 pair with respect to the others, this turns
out to be a bit severe consequence of using absolute thresholds.
Therefore, for all these reasons, it should be carefully thought when it is really needed and
beneficial to remove low performing systems and, instead, it is not detrimental of the reproducibility
and ease of interpretation of the experimental results.
6
6.1

EFFECT OF EXPERIMENTAL COLLECTIONS
Methodology

To answer RQ3, we adopt an approach inspired by experimental design described in Section 4.1 but
with changes to fit it to the case at hand. We create a GoP for each of the 7 adopted collections,
from T07 to T15. We use all the topics available in each collection, i.e. a topic size t = 50 for each
collection except for T13 which has t = 49, and we set a system size s = 100. This (t, s) combination
represents the typical settings from a reasonably large track in an evaluation campaign.
We randomly draw H = 100 samples of s = 100 systems out of the 1, 326 possible systems and
we run these system over the topics of all the collections from T07 to T15. For each sample and
each collection, we compute all the evaluation measures and this produces H = 100 RoS for each
measure and collection. Finally, for each collection, we compute both τ and τAP over all the possible
measure pairs for each of these H = 100 RoS.
This setup allows us to isolate the effects of the topic sets and corpora, since the same systems
are evaluated over all the used GoPs.
We adopt the mixed design shown in Figure 10: subjects κi are the H = 100 samples for each
combination of topics and systems; factors α j and βk correspond, respectively, to measure pairs
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and document corpora; and, factor γl (k ) , nested within factor βk , represent topic sets. Factor γl (k ) is
nested within factor βk because the same corpus is used by more collections but each topic set is
used just with one corpus: for example, T07 and T08 both use the TIPSTER corpus but they use two
different topic sets, i.e. 351-400 and 401-450, respectively, as reported in Section 3.1. This leads to
the following GLMM model:
Yi jkl = µ ···· + κi + α j + βk + γl (k ) + (α β)jk + (αγ )jl (k ) + εi jkl
|{z}
|
{z
}
|
{z
}
Main Effects

Interaction Effects

(9)

Error

where:
• Yi jkl is the correlation value (either τ or τAP ) of the i-th subject in the j-th, k-th, and l-th
factors;
• µ ···· is the grand mean;
• κi is the effect of the i-th subject, i.e. the h = 1, . . . , H samples for each topics and system
combination, where κi = µ i ··· − µ ···· and µ i ··· is the mean of the i-th subject;
• α j = µ ·j ·· − µ ···· is the effect of the j-th factor, i.e. measure pairs, where µ ·j ·· is the mean of
the j-th
 factor. Considering that we are experimenting with 8 evaluation measures, there
are 82 = 28 measure pairs, i.e. 28 levels for factor α j ;
• βk = µ ··k · − µ ···· is the effect of the k-th factor, i.e. corpora, where µ ··k · is the mean of the
k-th factor; there are 3 levels for factor βk , each one corresponding to a different corpus,
namely TIPSTER, WT10g, and GOV2;
• γl (k) = µ ···l (k) − µ ···· is the effect of the l-th factor, i.e. topic sets, where µ ···l (k) is the mean
of the l-th factor; for TIPSTER and GOV2 there are 2 levels of factor γl (k ) , corresponding
to topics sets 351-400 and 401-450 for TIPSTER and topic sets 451-500 and 501-550 for
WT10g; for GOV2 there are 3 levels of factor γl (k ) , corresponding to topics sets 701-750,
751-800, and 801-850;
• (α β)jk and (αγ )jl (k ) are, respectively, the interactions between measure pairs and corpora
and between measure pairs and topic sets;
• εi jkl is the error committed by the model in predicting the score of the i-th subject in the
three factors j, k, l.
Considering that there are 28 measure pairs, 2 corpora with 2 topic sets each and 1 corpus with 3
topic sets and that, for each combination of these factors, we use 100 subjects, overall this amounts
to analyzing 19,600 correlation values for both τ and τAP .
6.2 Experimental Results
6.2.1 General Trends. Figure 11 shows the τ (top) and τAP (bottom) correlation values, averaged
over the H = 100 samples, across the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 collections. On the left,
you can see the actual average correlation values; on the right, there are the RoMP produced by
these correlation values. Figure 11 on the left basically plots the raw data contained in the cells
of the table in Figure 10, where each line in the plot corresponds to a row in the table and each
collection on the x-axis in the plot corresponds to a column in the table identified by a (corpus,
topic set) pair, e.g. T07 collection corresponds to the (TIPSTER, 351-400) column.
It clearly emerges from both the left and the right plots of Figure 11 that there is quite a big
variation across the different collections and that it affects both τ and τAP . For example in the
case of τ , the nDCG vs Twist pair (solid thick blue line) goes above and below the 0.9 threshold,
making us to reach different conclusions about these two measures depending on the collection
they are tested against. A similar example is the AP vs nDCG pair (dotted thick blue line) which
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Fig. 11. Kendall’s τ correlation (top) and AP correlation τAP (bottom) across the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14,
and T15 GoP. On the left, there are the correlation values, averaged over the H = 100 samples. On the right,
there are the RoMP, ordered by their correlation on the T07 collection: the lines show how these ranks varies
across the other collections.

goes above and under the 0.9 threshold many times and keeps crossing with the nDCG vs Twist
pair. If we look at the parallel coordinates plots on the right, we can see how the changes in the
correlation values affect the ranking of these two measures pairs, with nDCG vs Twist and AP vs
nDCG becoming the top ranked pair depending on the collection.
Overall, this suggest that collections have an impact on the correlation among evaluation measures and RQ3 investigates how much of this impact is due to the corpora and how much to the
topic sets.
6.2.2 GLMM and ANOVA Analysis. Tables 7 and 8 report the results of the ANOVA analyses
for the GLMM of equation (9) for τ and τAP , respectively: all the effects are statistically significant;
they are all large size effects with the exception of the corpus effect which is a medium size one;
and, the power is 1 for all the analyzed effects.
The most prominent effect is the measure pair one; as discussed also in Section 4.2, this makes
sense since correlation values vary quite a lot from one measure pair to another one and it is what
actually differentiates evaluation measures.
The corpus effect is the smallest one and, in the case of τAP , it is about half the size than in the
case of τ , indicating that the former is less sensitive to the change of corpora. This might due to the
fact that good systems are top ranked over different corpora and τAP focuses more on top ranked
systems. You can also note how the topic set effect is about 2–3 times bigger than the corpus effect,
indicating that it dominates.
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Table 7. Kendall’s τ correlation: ANOVA table for the GLMM of equation (9), considering measure pair, corpus
and topic set effects on the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 GoPs.
Source
Subject
Measure Pair
Corpus
Topic Set(Corpus)
Measure Pair*Corpus
Measure Pair*Topic Set(Corpus)
Error
Total

SS
5.1083
114.9086
1.4975
4.0247
5.1302
13.8983
10.3446
163.8230

DF
99
27
2
4
54
108
19,305
19,599

MS
0.0516
4.2559
0.7488
1.0062
0.0950
0.1287
0.0005

F
96.2944
7,942.3019
1,397.3473
1,877.7154
177.2957
240.1563

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

2
ω̂ hf
ac t i

Power

0.9162
0.1247
0.2769
0.3269
0.5686

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Table 8. AP correlation τAP : ANOVA table for the GLMM of equation (9), considering measure pair, corpus
and topic set effects on the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 GoPs.
Source
Subject
Measure Pair
Corpus
Topic Set(Corpus)
Measure Pair*Corpus
Measure Pair*Topic Set(Corpus)
Error
Total

SS
6.7980
178.9458
1.4495
5.5632
10.0543
14.8491
21.0433
253.0846

DF
99
27
2
4
54
108
19,305
19,599

MS
0.0687
6.6276
0.7247
1.3908
0.1862
0.1375
0.0011

F
62.9948
6,080.1540
664.8616
1,275.9127
170.8107
126.1342

p-value
0.0000
0.0000
5.8e-280
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

2
ω̂ hf
ac t i

Power

0.8933
0.0634
0.2065
0.3187
0.4081

1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000
1.0000

Overall, this answers the question of [14] about the impact of changing the topic set: indeed,
we experimented the same systems across different collections, i.e. corpora and topic sets, and
topic sets demonstrate to influence correlation a lot. Moreover, if we compare ω̂ 2hTopic Set(Corpus)i
in Tables 7 and 8 with ω̂ 2hTopic Sizei in Tables 2 and 3, we can see how they have comparable effect
sizes, indicating that these two different phenomena impact a lot the correlation among evaluation
measures.
When it comes to the interaction effects, it is interesting to note how the measure pair and
corpus interaction is about 3–5 times bigger than the corpus effect alone and that measure pair
and topic set interaction is about 2 times bigger than topics set effect alone. This suggest that the
variation we observed in Figure 11 is not only due to the corpus and topic set effects alone but also,
and mostly, to the interaction these effects have with the evaluation measure pairs. Moreover, if
we compare the Measure Pair*Topic Size interaction (Tables 2 and 3) with the Measure Pair*Topic
Set(Corpus) interaction (Tables 7 and 8), we can observe how the former has a ω̂ about 25 times
smaller than the latter, indicating that evaluation measure pairs interact more with the specific
topics at hand rather than with a specific number of topics.
6.2.3 Main Effects Analysis. Figure 12 shows the main effects plot for both τ (in blue) and τAP
(in green). On the left, it shows the expected values of τ and τAP , net from the effects of the corpora
and topic sets; these values are also reported in Table 9, which can be held as reference correlation
values, distilled across many experimental collections. As anticipated in Section 2.2, τAP is not
symmetric and we used as reference the evaluation measure reported in the row of Table 9 which
corresponds to the first one in the labels of measure pair plot in Figure 12.
The effect of the corpus (middle plot of Figure 12) varies: for τ there is an increase from the
TIPSTER corpus, which basically represents a news retrieval task, to the WT10g one, which is a Web
retrieval task, while there is a very slight decrease between WT10g and GOV2, which are both Web
retrieval tasks, but the latter collection is about 2 orders of magnitude bigger. On the other hand,
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Fig. 12. Main effects for the measure pair (on the left), corpus (on the middle) and topic set (on the right)
factors on the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 GoP. Kendall’s τ correlation is at the top in blue, AP
correlation τAP is at the bottom in green. Note that τAP is not symmetric and we used as reference the first
evaluation measure in the labels of the measure pair plot. Also note that the figure is rotated and indications
like left, middle and right all refer to when you rotate the figure to read it.
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Fig. 13. Interaction effects for the Measure Pair*Corpus (on the left) and Measure Pair*Topic Set (on the
right) factors. Kendall’s τ correlation is at the top, AP correlation τAP is at the bottom.

τAP shows a very modest increase from TIPSTER to WT10g and no increase from WT10g to GOV2,
being almost insensitive to different corpora. The effect of the topic set (right plot of Figure 12) is
more pronounced and less regular.
Finally, we can note a trend observed also in Section 4.2.5: the τ and τAP curves look very similar,
provided that τAP has lower values than τ and it is somehow translated towards the bottom. We
applied the same analysis conducted in Section 4.2.5 to the experimental data used here and we
drew the same conclusions about the similarities between τ and τAP ; the detailed analysis is not
reported here for space reasons.
6.2.4 Interaction Effects Analysis. Figure 13 shows the interaction plots for the Measure Pair*Corpus
(on the left) and Measure Pair*Topic Set (on the right), where τ is at the top and τAP is at the bottom.
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It can be noted how the interaction between measure pairs and corpora/topic sets is quite high,
for both τ and τAP , and how differently each measure pair is increased or decreased by a given
corpus or topic set.
For example, in the left plots, we can note how the TIPSTER and GOV2 corpora have somehow
similar effects on the R-prec vs nDCG (dashed thick blue line) and RBP vs Twist (solid thick green
line) while WT10g narrows down R-prec vs nDCG and boosts RBP vs Twist to the extent that
they perform almost the same. In the right plots, we can see how much different topic sets influence
these two measure pairs: while, in general, R-prec vs nDCG is higher than RBP vs Twist, topic
set 501-550 narrows down R-prec vs nDCG and boost RBP vs Twist so much that they perform
the same.
This further stresses the need for carefully taking into account the corpus and topic set effects
because, together with their main effects, they can substantially affect the correlation between two
evaluation measures, changing from collection to collection and making us draw possibly different
conclusions about such measures.
6.2.5 Comparison between RQ1 and RQ3 Measure Pair Main Effects. We investigate the relationship between the main effects of the measure pair factor, i.e. the expected correlation values between
evaluation measures, as computed for research questions RQ1 and RQ3 and reported, respectively,
in Table 4 and Table 9. To this end, we adopt the same methodology used in Section 4.2.5 for
comparing τ and τAP , i.e. we assess how close RQ1 and RQ3 rank evaluation measure pairs and
how close are the RQ1 and RQ3 curves, once you have centered their mean around zero.
We are interested in understanding whether the two different kinds of analyses for RQ1 and
RQ3, defined by the GLMM models of equations (8) and (9), lead us to draw similar or different
conclusions.
Figure 14 shows the comparison between the main effects of the measure pair factor for RQ1
and RQ3. On the left, you can see the rankings of the evaluation measure pairs in RQ1 and RQ3
and it can be noted that they are reasonably similar. When considering Kendall’s τ correlation, the
correlations between the RQ1 and RQ3 RoMP are tauCorr = 0.9524 and apCorr = 0.8996, indicating
they are quite similar but with some swaps in the top ranks. When considering AP correlation
τAP , the correlations between the RQ1 and RQ3 RoMP are tauCorr = 0.9365 and apCorr = 0.8456,
indicating they are quite similar again but with some more swaps in the top ranks.
On the right of Figure 14, we show the main effects of the measure pair factor for RQ1 and RQ3
but with means centered around zero. The figure further highlights how close the RQ1 and RQ3
curves are across the evaluation measure pairs with a very small RMSE = 0.0185, when considering
Kendall’s τ correlation, and RMSE = 0.0260, when considering AP correlation τAP .
Overall, these analyses suggest that both RQ1 and RQ3 are in agreement and provide stable and
consistent results. Therefore, we can consider the expected correlation among measures reported
in Tables 4 and 9 as a good approximation of the real (unknown) ones.
7

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we analyzed three research questions about the Kendall’s τ correlation and the AP
correlation τAP coefficients among evaluation measures:
RQ1 What is the effect of the number of systems and topics?
RQ2 What is the effect of removing low performing systems?
RQ3 What is the effect of the experimental collections?
To conduct these analyses, we developed a methodology based on GLMM and ANOVA, which
allowed us to break down and isolate the different effects, in order to appreciate their impact and
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Table 9. Main effects of the τ and τAP correlation coefficients for each evaluation measure pair, net from the
corpus and topic set effects, on the T07, T08, T09, T10, T13, T14, and T15 GoP. These are the values plotted
in Figure 12 on the left. Note that τAP is not symmetric and we used as reference the evaluation measure
reported in the row.

AP
P@10
R-prec
RBP
nDCG
nDCG@20
ERR
Twist

τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP
τ
τAP

AP
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

P@10
0.7688
0.6505
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

R-prec
0.8968
0.8151
0.7581
0.6286
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

RBP
0.7779
0.6729
0.8804
0.7889
0.7642
0.6484
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

nDCG
0.8796
0.8134
0.7305
0.6092
0.8579
0.7600
0.7294
0.6183
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–
–
–

nDCG@20
0.8147
0.7055
0.8369
0.7192
0.8111
0.6972
0.8312
0.7219
0.7767
0.6540
1.0000
1.0000
–
–
–
–

ERR
0.6603
0.5218
0.7045
0.5543
0.6547
0.5115
0.7749
0.6381
0.6148
0.4702
0.6946
0.5480
1.0000
1.0000
–
–

Twist
0.8821
0.8038
0.7519
0.6256
0.8776
0.7843
0.7542
0.6402
0.8892
0.7980
0.8007
0.6874
0.6414
0.4959
1.0000
1.0000

0.2

0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1

-0.2

RoMP by AP Correlation = AP as in RQ3

Correlation Marginal Mean Centered around Zero

RoMP by AP Correlation = AP as in RQ1

0.25

= as in RQ1
= as in RQ3
AP vs P@10
AP vs R-prec
AP vs RBP
AP vs nDCG
AP vs nDCG@20
AP vs ERR
AP vs Twist
P@10 vs R-prec
P@10 vs RBP
P@10 vs nDCG
P@10 vs nDCG@20
P@10 vs ERR
P@10 vs Twist
R-prec vs RBP
R-prec vs nDCG
R-prec vs nDCG@20
R-prec vs ERR
R-prec vs Twist
RBP vs nDCG
RBP vs nDCG@20
RBP vs ERR
RBP vs Twist
nDCG vs nDCG@20
nDCG vs ERR
nDCG vs Twist
nDCG@20 vs ERR
nDCG@20 vs Twist
ERR vs Twist

-0.15

AP correlation
Correlation among RoMP: tauCorr = 0.9365; apCorr = 0.8456
AP vs nDCG - 0.8484
0.8151 - AP vs R-prec
AP vs R-prec - 0.8477
0.8134 - AP vs nDCG
AP vs Twist - 0.8125
0.8038 - AP vs Twist
nDCG vs Twist - 0.8125
0.7980 - nDCG vs Twist
R-prec vs nDCG - 0.8002
0.7889 - P@10 vs RBP
R-prec vs Twist - 0.7849
0.7843 - R-prec vs Twist
P@10 vs RBP - 0.7787
0.7600 - R-prec vs nDCG
P@10 vs nDCG@20 - 0.7098
0.7219 - RBP vs nDCG@20
RBP vs nDCG@20 - 0.7051
0.7192 - P@10 vs nDCG@20
AP vs nDCG@20 - 0.6741
0.7055 - AP vs nDCG@20
R-prec vs nDCG@20 - 0.6641
0.6972 - R-prec vs nDCG@20
nDCG@20 vs Twist - 0.6478
0.6874 - nDCG@20 vs Twist
RBP vs ERR - 0.6322
0.6729 - AP vs RBP
nDCG vs nDCG@20 - 0.6276
0.6540 - nDCG vs nDCG@20
AP vs RBP - 0.6160
0.6505 - AP vs P@10
AP vs P@10 - 0.6064
0.6484 - R-prec vs RBP
R-prec vs RBP - 0.6038
0.6402 - RBP vs Twist
P@10 vs R-prec - 0.5919
0.6381 - RBP vs ERR
RBP vs Twist - 0.5883
0.6286 - P@10 vs R-prec
P@10 vs Twist - 0.5864
0.6256 - P@10 vs Twist
RBP vs nDCG - 0.5710
0.6183 - RBP vs nDCG
P@10 vs nDCG - 0.5665
0.6092 - P@10 vs nDCG
P@10 vs ERR - 0.5481
0.5543 - P@10 vs ERR
nDCG@20 vs ERR - 0.5381
0.5480 - nDCG@20 vs ERR
AP vs ERR - 0.4959
0.5218 - AP vs ERR
R-prec vs ERR - 0.4912
0.5115 - R-prec vs ERR
ERR vs Twist - 0.4726
0.4959 - ERR vs Twist
nDCG vs ERR - 0.4683
0.4702 - nDCG vs ERR
= AP as in RQ1
= AP as in RQ3

RMSE between RQ1 and RQ3 curves = 0.0185.

0.15

RMSE between RQ1 and RQ3 curves = 0.0260.

0.2
0.15
0.1
0.05
0
-0.05
-0.1
-0.15
-0.2

= as in RQ1
AP
=AP as in RQ3
AP vs P@10
AP vs R-prec
AP vs RBP
AP vs nDCG
AP vs nDCG@20
AP vs ERR
AP vs Twist
P@10 vs R-prec
P@10 vs RBP
P@10 vs nDCG
P@10 vs nDCG@20
P@10 vs ERR
P@10 vs Twist
R-prec vs RBP
R-prec vs nDCG
R-prec vs nDCG@20
R-prec vs ERR
R-prec vs Twist
RBP vs nDCG
RBP vs nDCG@20
RBP vs ERR
RBP vs Twist
nDCG vs nDCG@20
nDCG vs ERR
nDCG vs Twist
nDCG@20 vs ERR
nDCG@20 vs Twist
ERR vs Twist

0.8968 - AP vs R-prec
0.8892 - nDCG vs Twist
0.8821 - AP vs Twist
0.8804 - P@10 vs RBP
0.8796 - AP vs nDCG
0.8776 - R-prec vs Twist
0.8579 - R-prec vs nDCG
0.8369 - P@10 vs nDCG@20
0.8312 - RBP vs nDCG@20
0.8147 - AP vs nDCG@20
0.8111 - R-prec vs nDCG@20
0.8007 - nDCG@20 vs Twist
0.7779 - AP vs RBP
0.7767 - nDCG vs nDCG@20
0.7749 - RBP vs ERR
0.7688 - AP vs P@10
0.7642 - R-prec vs RBP
0.7581 - P@10 vs R-prec
0.7542 - RBP vs Twist
0.7519 - P@10 vs Twist
0.7305 - P@10 vs nDCG
0.7294 - RBP vs nDCG
0.7045 - P@10 vs ERR
0.6946 - nDCG@20 vs ERR
0.6603 - AP vs ERR
0.6547 - R-prec vs ERR
0.6414 - ERR vs Twist
0.6148 - nDCG vs ERR
= as in RQ3

Correlation Marginal Mean Centered around Zero

Correlation among RoMP: tauCorr = 0.9524; apCorr = 0.8996

RoMP by Kendall's = Correlation as in RQ3

RoMP by Kendall's = Correlation as in RQ1

Kendall’s tau correlation
AP vs R-prec - 0.9087
AP vs nDCG - 0.8923
nDCG vs Twist - 0.8841
AP vs Twist - 0.8793
R-prec vs nDCG - 0.8734
P@10 vs RBP - 0.8720
R-prec vs Twist - 0.8690
P@10 vs nDCG@20 - 0.8221
RBP vs nDCG@20 - 0.8141
AP vs nDCG@20 - 0.7814
R-prec vs nDCG@20 - 0.7736
nDCG@20 vs Twist - 0.7644
RBP vs ERR - 0.7550
nDCG vs nDCG@20 - 0.7376
AP vs RBP - 0.7307
AP vs P@10 - 0.7273
R-prec vs RBP - 0.7197
P@10 vs R-prec - 0.7165
P@10 vs Twist - 0.7126
RBP vs Twist - 0.7092
P@10 vs nDCG - 0.6909
RBP vs nDCG - 0.6894
P@10 vs ERR - 0.6860
nDCG@20 vs ERR - 0.6754
AP vs ERR - 0.6216
R-prec vs ERR - 0.6197
ERR vs Twist - 0.6057
nDCG vs ERR - 0.5892
= as in RQ1

Fig. 14. Comparison of the main effects of measure pair factor for RQ1 and RQ3. On the left, the rankings of
the evaluation measure pairs are ordered as in RQ1 and RQ3: horizontal and oblique lines indicate, respectively,
concordance and discordance between the rankings. On the right, the same main effects shown in Figures 4
and 12 but with means centered around zero. τ is at the top and τAP is at the bottom.
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to derive expected correlation values among evaluation measures, net from these effects, than can
be taken as reference values.
An important part of this methodology is the use of GoPs, which represent nearly all the stateof-the-art components commonly used in English retrieval. These GoPs allow us both to have a
much larger sample space than the one typically available with the runs submitted to an evaluation
campaign and to keep the variance due to systems controlled, thus improving the experimental
outcomes.
With respect to RQ1, we discovered that the number of topics impacts more than the number of
systems and that the number of systems does not cause the correlation to steadily increase but
it reaches a stable point quite quickly. The typical setting with 50 topics and about 100 systems
produces good results and it is an effective tradeoff between the effort for topic and ground-truth
creation and the quality of the results. We also observed that the behavior of τ and τAP is quite
consistent when comparing a whole set of evaluation measures, yet producing different absolute
correlation values.
When it comes to RQ2, we found out that removing the low performing systems does not convey
information substantially different from not removing them, when you consider a whole set of
evaluation measures. On the other hand, removing or not the low performing systems changes
the absolute correlation values and this make the use of absolute thresholds problematic, possibly
affecting the reproducibility and ease of interpretation of the experiments.
As far as RQ3 is concerned, we observed that corpora and topic sets considerably affect correlation,
with the latter effect being more prominent, and that there is quite a lot of interaction between
correlation among evaluation measures and the corpus/topic set at hand, making the correlation
values increase or decrease substantially. Moreover, compared to the outcomes of RQ1, we noted
that the effect of the number of topics is comparable to the one of topic sets but the interaction
between topic sets and measure pairs is much greater than the one between topic sizes and measure
pair; this suggest that not only the number of topics matters but also which topics you actually use.
Finally, it is interesting to note how the main effects of the measure pair factor, i.e. the expected
correlation values, determined with the GLMM of RQ1 and RQ3 agree each other and are quite
consistent, yet being produced by different models over different data sets. This suggests that the
expected correlation values reported in Tables 4 and 9 are a good approximation of the real ones.
Overall, this paper delivered two major outcomes: a methodology to investigate the properties of
one of the tools, i.e. correlation analysis, we use to study evaluation measures and the findings about
the correlation among evaluation measures obtained from the application of that methodology.
Starting from these two results we envisage two future areas of work: one concerns the extension
of the methodology itself in order to study further properties of the correlation among evaluation
measures; the other concerns the application of the methodology developed here to other relevant
tools we use to study evaluation measures.
With respect to the extension of the methodology, we plan to investigate how the different
system components affect the correlation among evaluation measures. This interest stems from our
previous work on breaking down the contribution of different components to the overall system
performances [29] and from the open question “do different components induce somehow different
correlation values?”. In order to achieve this goal we will need to exploit the GoP in a different
way, which allows us to group RoS originated by different types of IR components, and to develop
a different ANOVA design to properly analyze such new data.
With respect to the application of this methodology to other tools, we intend to investigate
RQ1, RQ2, and RQ3 in the case of the discriminative power [59, 62], which is used to assess the
degree to which an evaluation measure can detect differences between systems relative to other
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evaluation measures. This kind of analysis is adopted by various authors to study the quality of
evaluation measures [17, 19, 23, 32, 70]. Moreover, [65] suggests that a high discriminative power
is a necessary condition for a good quality evaluation measures. Nevertheless, there is still no study
on the factors affecting the discriminative power and the application of the methodology developed
here will represent a first step in this direction.
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